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Abstract—IMU-based eavesdropping has brought growing con-
cerns over smartphone users’ privacy. In such attacks, adver-
saries utilize IMUs that require zero permissions for access
to acquire speeches. A common countermeasure is to limit
sampling rates (within 200 Hz) to reduce overlap of vocal
fundamental bands (85-255 Hz) and inertial measurements (0-
100 Hz). Nevertheless, we experimentally observe that IMUs
sampling below 200 Hz still record adequate speech-related infor-
mation because of aliasing distortions. Accordingly, we propose a
practical side-channel attack, InertiEAR, to break the defense of
sampling rate restriction on the zero-permission eavesdropping.
It leverages IMUs to eavesdrop on both top and bottom speakers
in smartphones. In the InertiEAR design, we exploit coherence
between responses of the built-in accelerometer and gyroscope
and their hardware diversity using a mathematical model. The
coherence allows precise segmentation without manual assistance.
We also mitigate the impact of hardware diversity and achieve
better device-independent performance than existing approaches
that have to massively increase training data from different
smartphones for a scalable network model. These two advantages
re-enable zero-permission attacks but also extend the attacking
surface and endangering degree to off-the-shelf smartphones.
InertiEAR achieves a recognition accuracy of 78.8% with a cross-
device accuracy of up to 49.8% among 12 smartphones.

Index Terms—speech privacy, IMU eavesdropping, side chan-
nel, device-independence

I. INTRODUCTION

Privacy has always been a pivotal issue during the infor-
mation age. People express increasing concern over privacy
protection, especially over eavesdropping via smartphones.
Various sensors in smartphones intelligently gather informa-
tion from the real world. However, those sensors risk mali-
cious abuse. To resist privacy leakage, individuals consciously
perform rigorous access control over explicitly privacy-related
sensors such as microphones, cameras, and GPS.

Different from these sensitive sensors that are by default to
the high permission level, built-in inertial measurement units
(IMUs) are commonly regarded as the ones with low risk.
Accessing IMUs requires little or zero permission. However,
such sensors have been reported to facilitate so-called ‘zero-
permission’ attacks to speech privacy [1]–[6]. In such attacks,
adversaries can access built-in accelerometers without users’
permission nor attention. These IMUs can pick up speech sig-
nals from the on-board loudspeakers in the same smartphone.
With a high sampling rate, IMUs are competent to cover the
human voice’s fundamental frequency band (85-255 Hz) [7].
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Fig. 1. InertiEAR allows the zero-permission attack for smartphone eaves-
dropping using IMUs with a limited sampling rate within 200 Hz.

State-of-the-art (SOTA) attacks [2], [3] are able to obtain the
alarming accuracy on speech recognition of 81% and speaker
identification of 78%. Such threats have alerted the industry.
A widely-held belief is to limit IMUs’ sampling rates for
avoiding that the range of inertial measurements overlaps with
vocal fundamental bands. The risk of private speech leakage
via zero-permission eavesdropping seems minimized. Under
this common sense, Google has placed a restriction on IMUs
where their sampling rate should not exceed 200 Hz [8].

Is this countermeasure effective against zero-permission
eavesdropping? Experimentally, we observe IMUs still per-
form private speech theft even given the above restriction. Part
of the high-frequency components in the user’s voice would
fall into low-frequency bands, namely aliasing distortions
[9]. This indicates the possibility of recovering speech from
residues contained in inertial readings sampled within 200
Hz. Taking a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) smartphone,
HUAWEI P40 as an example, its accelerometer can respond
to audio signals of up to 6 kHz. It demonstrates smartphones
are still vulnerable to zero-permission eavesdropping if merely
restricting IMUs’ sampling rates.

We further expand the attack surface to eavesdrop on the
top and bottom on-board speakers. As illustrated in Fig. 1,
the IMU responds to audio signals emitted from both of
the speakers. However, the top one is usually ignored by
SOTA attacks [2], [3]. We jointly leverage accelerometers and
gyroscopes in IMUs to aggravate privacy leakage from these
speakers. Under such aggravation, adversaries can retrieve
speech information emitted from any speaker in a smartphone,
e.g., calls, audio media, and responses of voice assistants
(VAs) that may mention locations and daily schedules.

To exploit the practice of eavesdropping, we further address
two-fold realistic challenges that remain open in prior zero-
permission attacks. (a) Automation. Previous approaches are



lacking error-free signal segmentation methods. Traditional
audio detection and segmentation techniques [10] hardly han-
dle the additional noise in inertial data, especially under mo-
tion interference. Gyrophone [1] absolutely relies on manual
divisions [1], while recent attacks count on filters to elimi-
nate the influence of noise and human movement. But their
effect is incomplete so that the segmentation is not precise
(82% in [3] and 92% in [2]). In case of wrong divisions,
manual inspection is inevitable. Apparently, such manual and
error-prone segmentation cannot afford satisfactory speech
recognition accuracy. (b) Device-independence. Recent zero-
permission attacks [2], [3] improve the recognition accuracy
by leveraging AI techniques. Nevertheless, they depend heav-
ily on the training data and hence perform badly toward
unseen smartphones because of the significant diversity of
hardware features. Unfortunately, it is extremely difficult to
construct a generalized network model based on training
data collected from finite smartphone models. For a certain
smartphone unseen, the adversaries have to know it in advance
and spend costly overhead in training a specialized neural
network. Therefore, prior attacks are unscalable in terms of
device-independent eavesdropping.

Accordingly, we develop a novel and practical attack,
InertiEAR. It exploits the speaker-to-IMU side channel for
eavesdropping on speeches from both top and bottom speakers
in a smartphone. In particular, we address the limitation of
previous work from the perspectives of automatic segmen-
tation and device independence. We leverage the coherence
between speech-related readings of the accelerometer and
gyroscope. By the aid of a multiplier, we migrate these
coherent responses into the direct-current bias, such that the
responses are significantly distinguished from silent fragments
in spite of noise and motion. Therefore, it supports an error-
free segmentation without manual assistance. Meanwhile, we
model hardware diversity of smartphones for enabling cross-
device attacks. Our method integrates a range of techniques to
eliminate the influence of hardware diversity and promote the
device-independence from the perspective of data processing.
We adopt DenseNet [11] for training a speech recognition
model over the processed data and achieve a high recognition
accuracy of 78.8%. Using a trained model, InertiEAR supports
an excellent performance with cross-device accuracy of 49.8%.
Extensive evaluations on 12 COTS smartphones validate the
effectiveness of InertiEAR under real-world scenarios. As a
countermeasure, we propose defending methods against such
eavesdropping without hardware modification.

In summary, our contributions are listed as follows:
• We revisit the threat of IMU-based eavesdropping and real-

ize a side channel attack InertiEAR that breaks the restriction
on sampling rates. A mathematical model is proposed to
expand its attack surface and promote its practicality.

• We develop the automatic eavesdropping without manual as-
sistance by the aid of accurate segmentation. By thoroughly
investigating inertial readings’ coherence, our segmentation
is error-free upon noise and motion interference.

• InertiEAR accomplishes a device-independent eavesdrop-

ping attack. Different from prior work, we suppress the
hardware diversity by processing with a mathematical model
rather than simply increasing training data, and hence sig-
nificantly reduce the overhead of cross-device attacks.

II. BACKGROUND

A. IMUs and Their Sensitivity to Speech

An IMU embedded in a smartphone is composed of a 3-axis
micro electromechanical system (MEMS) accelerometer and
a 3-axis MEMS gyroscope. The former measures acceleration
and the latter supplies angular velocity. They directly contact
the board where speakers lie in close proximity in a smart-
phone. Hence, speech signals emitted by speakers, both the top
and bottom ones, inevitably leak into IMU’s measurements.

Recent work has proved that IMUs are sensitive to speeches
[1]–[6]. Michalevsky et al. [1] study the effect of speeches
on gyroscopes using independent loudspeakers placed on a
common surface. They utilized multiple gyroscopes to capture
speech vibration to obtain a high sampling rate. It reaches the
quite low accuracy on recognition (26%) and speaker identi-
fication (50% among 10 speakers). Anand et al. [6] revisit
IMUs’ threat to private speeches under different scenarios,
including human- and machine-rendered speeches travelling
through the air or a common solid surface. They conclude
that IMUs are only sensitive to signals propagating via solid
with high power. Ba et al. [2] access built-in accelerometers
to eavesdrop on the loudspeaker in a smartphone. With up to
500 Hz sampling rates, they achieve 70% accuracy on speaker
identification and 78% accuracy on speech recognition. Anand
et al. [3] slightly sharpen performances to 79% and 81%
respectively but utilize accelerometers sampling at 4 kHz.

B. Related work

IMUs are widely deployed in various systems on users’
convenience due to their sensitivity and low cost. Besides ac-
curate attitude calculation and movement estimation [12], they
can also support gesture recognition [13]–[17], sign language
translation [18], covert channel communication [19]–[21] and
behavior and biometric characteristics based authentication
[22]–[26]. However, adversaries can access IMU in both iOS
and Android without permission [1] to gather personal privacy,
including speech [1]–[6], keystroke [27]–[32], localization
[33]–[37], and device fingerprints [38]–[41].

III. THREAT MODEL

We assume that an adversary aims at private speeches
emitted by speakers in the victim’s smartphone. It threatens the
security of remote calls and exposes other privacy (e.g., daily
schedules, contacts, habits, and locations) via VAs’ responses,
personalized answers, and navigation services. Personal habits
can be inferred from audio media for personalized advertising.
Here, we define the adversary’s capabilities as follows.

Sensors Access. The adversary has installed a spy App on
the victim’s smartphone, under a mask of any legal App. It
has no access to sensitive sensors like microphones but con-
tinuously captures IMU readings without victims’ permission.
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Fig. 2. Responses of a smartphone’s accelerometer to frequency-sweeping
tones. It can receive signals within the human voice’s fundamental band.

Sampling Rate Limitation. The spy App runs at the highest
available sampling rate. However, those of IMUs are limited
to less than 200 Hz by default for privacy concern [8].

Attack Scenarios. The adversary can analyze speech-
related IMU readings using several smartphones in advance
for recognizing pre-trained sensitive words. It eavesdrops on
the target smartphone’s top and bottom speakers constantly.
The target smartphone could be stationary or moving, typically
on a table or in the user’s hand. Fortunately, it might not be
familiar with the target smartphone’s model.

IV. MODEL AND ANALYSIS

We explain the existence of the speaker-to-IMU side chan-
nel, followed by the analysis of noise and hardware diversity.

A. Speaker-to-IMU Side Channel

The accelerometer and gyroscope in a built-in IMU observe
on-board speakers in a smartphone simultaneously, using three
respective channels (i.e., axes) as follows,

A(t) = kl ·M ·Ha · Sm(t) +Na,

G(t) = kl ·M ·Hg · Sm(t) +Ng,
(1)

where A(t) = [ax(t) ay(t) az(t)]
T and G(t) = [ωx(t)

ωy(t) ωz(t)]
T are IMU readings without noise and motion

interference, aj(t) and ωj(t) (j = x, y, z) are readings of the
accelerometer and gyroscope’s corresponding axis, kl is the
level of volume setting decided by users, M is the highest
volume of speakers, Hi = [hix hiy hiz]

T (i = a, g) are
1 × 3 vectors with gain coefficients hij , Sm(t) (m = 1, 2)
are speech signals emitted by the top and bottom speakers
respectively, and Ni (i = a, g) are channel noises. We mark
the 2-norm ||Hi|| and the direction vector Ĥi as follows,

||Hi||(t) =
√
h2
ix(t) + h2

iy(t) + h2
iz(t), Ĥi =

Hi

||Hi||
. (2)

In an IMU whose sampling rate Fs is set below 200 Hz,
an ideal low pass filter (LPF) should remove high-frequency
components exceeding 100 Hz. In actual, because of the wide
transition bandwidth of the LPF, these components are atten-
uated sightly rather than blocked entirely [42]. Components
of the high frequency f are distorted into the low-frequency
band fL. Such a phenomenon, namely aliasing, follows

fL = ||f − n× Fs||, (fL < Fs/2, n ∈ N). (3)

The aliasing distortion and insecure filters are to blame for
leaking private speech into IMUs.

TABLE I
SNR (dB) OF IMU’S RESPONSE UNDER EACH VOLUME SETTING

Volume
Setting

Bottom Speaker Top Speaker

20% 60% 100% 20% 60% 100%

Acc
ax 0.69 2.21 3.07 3.66 12.34 15.77
ay 4.24 5.49 5.88 11.17 19.90 23.32
az 4.84 5.07 5.19 12.98 21.73 25.45

Gyro
ωx -7.66 -4.28 -6.18 -5.00 -0.31 2.69
ωy -7.01 -5.04 -5.63 -6.71 -2.05 0.31
ωz -6.70 -6.42 -5.56 -6.93 -5.39 -5.67

We conduct benchmark experiments to validate the derived
model and demonstrate the feasibility of zero-permission
attacks. We play an single-tone sound using the bottom
loudspeaker of a HUAWEI P40, at its highest volume. The
smartphone is placed on a table. The frequency sweeps from
20 Hz to 8 kHz at an interval of 1 Hz. We record its IMU’s
reading sampled at 200 Hz. The accelerometer’s responses on
the Z-axis are partly illustrated in Fig. 2. It can pick up the
aliased tones up to 6 kHz. Similarly, the gyroscope can receive
signals within 800 Hz. This phenomenon remains significant,
whether the smartphone is placed on the table or held by hand.

We further measure the IMU’s responses to the on-board
speakers at different volume levels using the signal to noise
ratio (SNR) defined as follows,

SNR = 10log10
P (T )− P (N)

P (N)
, (4)

where P (T ) and P (N) are signal powers of sensors’ outputs
with and without the presence of speech. To be specific, we
play a single tone signal at 150 Hz, a common frequency in the
human voice [7]. It is emitted by the HUAWEI P40’s top and
bottom speakers at 20%, 60%, and 100% of its highest volume
respectively. Tab. I lists SNRs of speech-related responses of
each axis in the IMU. All axes in the accelerometer sense
speech signals, with positive SNRs of up to 25 dB. They follow
an approximately fixed SNR difference among axes, inferring
the generally fixed distribution of inter-axial acoustic energy.
This reflects the stability of Ĥi, which comes from the relative
position between the IMU and speakers.

Though gyroscopes initiate speech eavesdropping [1], they
are discarded in recent attacks due to the low significance in
comparison with accelerometers [2], [3], [6]. It is commonly
asserted that a gyroscope performs barely sensitively to surface
vibrations due to the duty of rotation measurement. In contrast,
an actual gyroscope suffers from shock and vibration due to
hardware defects [43]. Therefore, gyroscopes are able to pick
up speech-related signals from surface vibrations as well, with
an SNR up to 2.69 dB (See Tab. I). Though with low SNRs in
most settings, we further exploit and swell contained speech-
related signals in Sec. V-A.

In addition, these sensors show higher sensitivity to the
top speaker. Though they occupy the lower acoustic intensity,
the closer proximity to the built-in IMU contributes to this
phenomenon. Such high sensitivity leads to a new attack



surface where zero-permission attacks can steal a wealth of
private speeches from the top speakers. It lifts the unpractical
restriction that victims have to turn up loudspeakers’ volume
to hear private speeches in SOTA attacks.

Due to the coincident observing location and asynchronous
sampling, we characterize the accelerometer and gyroscope in
an IMU as following two fundamental features: (a) Coherence.
Their readings, originated from the same speech, share the
identical frequency and phase. Such coherence can emphasize
speech-related features for the error-free segmentation. (b)
Spectral expansion. Considering their relative time-skew, we
can combine them after normalization for a broader band [1].

B. Noise Analysis

A variety of noise would obscure speech-related signals
in practical. We divide the noise into four categories and
investigate their distributions and effects.

1) Intrinsic noise: We simplify intrinsic noise as a direct-
current (DC) bias and an additive white noise [44]. The former
can be removed by a high pass filter (HPF) directly, while the
latter injects irregular power into each band. The white noise
on each axis shares the identical distribution. On account of
the white noise, simple high or low pass filters cannot suppress
the effect of intrinsic noise, particularly on word segmentation.

2) Motion interference: Motion, especially human activi-
ties, exerts a dramatic effect on inertial measurements. These
motion signals would overlap or even cover speech-related sig-
nals both in the accelerometer and the gyroscope. Fortunately,
such interference concentrates on the low-frequency band.
We recruit 16 volunteers aged from 18 to 50 for collecting
motion data. They are required to install an APP that records
their own smartphones’ IMU readings1 sampled at 200 Hz
lasting two weeks. They are also instructed to avoid using on-
board speakers during experiments. The collected data cover
volunteers’ daily motion, e.g., walking, running, bicycling, and
driving. Although 98.20% of the energy is distributed below
20 Hz and 99.77% of that is within 80 Hz, there remains
0.23% of energy in the high-frequency band.

3) Harmonic: Ba et al. [2] point out the existence of
surface vibration in an accelerometer. We attribute such noise
to harmonics. Recalling Fig. 2, tones swept from 20 to 60
Hz inject sigles of the identical frequencies accompanied by
additional third harmonics. We repeat this experiment where
the smartphone is placed on a soft and sound-absorbing
material, and the third harmonics disappear. Therefore, low-
frequency vibrations of solid surfaces (e.g., tables) would dis-
tort accelerometer’s readings with the harmonic energy leaked
into the vocal fundamental band. Note that such harmonics
exists only in accelerometers, but is absent in gyroscopes.

1All experiments in this paper have obtained the IRB approval and we
explicitly inform volunteers of the purpose behind the data. Here, these data
are merely used for motion energy statistics, without any threaten to speech
eavesdropping nor other privacy leakage. Devices include HUAWEI P20, P30,
P40, Mate 10, Mate 20, Mi 8, Mi 10, HONOR 20, 30, OPPO Reno 5, Vivo
S9, and Samsung Galaxy Note 20.
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Fig. 3. Frequency responses of two COTS smartphones.

4) Ambient noise: Ambient noise falls into two categories,
one around the target smartphone and the other around the
remote caller. The former noise has been discussed thoroughly
in the existing literature [2], [6], where it barely affects inertial
readings. As for the latter one, it distorts speech signals from
the acoustic point of view rather than the inertial one. We
discuss one possible solution in Sec. VII.

In short, the aforementioned kinds of noise would affect
inertia-based eavesdropping synthetically. The channel noise
can be rewritten as follows

Ni = B(t) +Nw(t) +M(t) +Nh(t), i = a, g (5)

where B(t) is the DC bias, Nw(t) is intrinsic white noise,
M(t) is motion interference, and Nh(t) is the third harmonic
noise but equals to 0 in a gyroscope.

To obtain clear speech-related data, B(t) and the low-
frequency parts of Nw(t), M(t), and Nh(t) can be removed
by an HPF. Although leaving slight influence on the adversar-
ial speech recognition [2], the remnant components, such as
short-time pulses, would nullify the effectiveness of statistic-
based segmentation methods, e.g., absolute magnitude [2] and
root mean square [3]. Instead, we propose an efficient solution
in Sec. V-B based on the coherence of IMUs.

C. Hardware Diversity

Diversity of hardware features is the key factor to im-
pede the device-independent attack. These features will be
remembered by trained network models for speech recovery,
degrading their scalability. Here, we investigate sources of
hardware diversity for further effect suppression.

Intrinsic noise Nw: Speakers and IMUs own their unique
hardware errors. Attendant intrinsic noise varies considerably
among smartphones [41], [45].

Response intensity M : Acoustic intensity determines the
total energy of speech-related responses. Smartphones vary in
the speaker power supply and perform differently even at the
same volume level. Consequently, each built-in IMU has the
distinctive response intensity.

Axial energy rate Ĥi: Locations of the built-in IMU and
speakers and their relative position are multifarious. Such
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diversity differentiates the proportion of speech-related energy
among axes. For example, in a HUAWEI P40’s accelerometer,
the dominant axis, Z-axis, occupies about 50% of total energy,
while Z-axis in a Samsung Galaxy S8 accounts for 59.4%, but
in an Honour V30, X-axis dominates in some bands.

Frequency responses H(f): Hardware diversity would af-
fect gain coefficients under inputs of different frequencies. On
the one hand, hardware differences encourage diverse inherent
frequency responses of speakers and IMUs. Responses of
speaker-to-IMU side channels further combine the diversity of
respective ones. On the other hand, inner LPFs introduce ad-
ditional attenuation. Although failing in the complete removal,
they still suppress out-of-band signals to a certain extent. Such
effects depend on the parameter selection of LPFs with a per-
ceived difference among IMUs. Moreover, a smartphone itself
acts as an LPF [44] when speech signals propagate inside.
Because of various sizes and masses, their filtering effects are
diverse. The above causes contribute to complex and irregular
responses, with those of two smartphones demonstrated in Fig.
3. Fortunately, sensors are designed for a stable response to
in-band signals while LPFs are insensitive to low-frequency
signals. The low-frequency responses are relatively smooth
and plat (especially between 80 Hz and 200 Hz). In short, the
primary distinction of frequency responses lies in the high-
frequency distortion.

Sampling rate Fs: Recalling Eq. 3, the sampling rate
determines the aliasing distortion. In practice, there is a minor
discrepancy in sampling rate among smartphones [2]. It indi-
cates that the same out-of-band speech signals would fall into
different bands in different IMUs. It would further exacerbate
differentiation in high-frequency bands among smartphones.

In conclusion, adversaries should remove intrinsic additive
noise, eliminate axial energy difference, normalize response
intensity, and mitigate high-frequency distortions. It is neces-
sary to suppress the hardware diversity for device-independent
attacks with better cross-device performance.

V. ATTACK DESIGN

We propose a practical side-channel attack that utilizes the
sensitivity of IMUs to speech signals emitted by on-board
speakers for smartphone eavesdropping. It involves combined
efforts from four modules, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

A. Intrinsic Noise Elimination
Intrinsic noise results in the low SNRs in Tab. I especially of

gyroscopes at a low volume. Moreover, its diversity contributes

to poor cross-device performance. We apply a wiener filter
[46] to reduce such intrinsic noise, which aims at generalized
stationary noise of a known distribution.

Adversaries can estimate the intrinsic noise distribution by
collecting inertial readings when the smartphone is stationary
without external inputs, for example, at midnight. Such a
method demands no additional prior knowledge, e.g., the
smartphone model. We conduct the wiener filtering on a
HUAWEI P40 using the noise distribution. Resultant SNRs
are increased by over 10 dB experimentally. In particular, even
the SNR of the gyroscope’s X-axis at the 20% volume (lowest
one in Tab. I) has increased to 7.11 dB after being filtered.
It improves the significance of speech-related signals for the
following segmentation and recognition.

B. Automatic Segmentation
An error-free and automatic segmentation technique is

fundamental for practical eavesdropping. Otherwise, manual
inspection and correction are inevitable but laborious. We
exploit the coherence of the accelerometer and gyroscope and
accordingly suppress noise and motion interference.

As mentioned in Sec. IV-A, the accelerometer and gyro-
scope in an IMU share the coherent readings. Specifically,
they follow the identical frequency and a fixed phase differ-
ence. Conversely, the residual high-frequency components of
the noise and motion are irrelevant interference between the
accelerometer and gyroscope. Noise among sensors differs
in spectrum distribution, while the acceleration and angular
velocity describe motion from different perspectives and nat-
urally are mutually independent. They barely overlap in the
time and frequency domain simultaneously.

Under the above observation, we adopt a multiplier to stress
speech-related signals. It migrates coherent components into
the DC band with the second harmonics. These harmonics
will be removed along with noise by an LPF. We suppose a
single-frequency tone sin(2πft) to illustrate its effectiveness.
In detail, we select inertial readings with the maximum energy
among axes, e.g., az(t) and gx(t) typically, and upsample them
to 1000 Hz by linear interpolation to align time stamps. Such
interpolation does not increase information nor relieve aliasing
distortions. Followed by an LPF with the cut-off frequency of
20 Hz for removing intrinsic DC bias noise and low-frequency
motion components, Eq. 5 is rewritten as follows,

az(t) = kasin(2πfLt) + nwaz(t) +maz(t) + nhaz(t),

gx(t) = kgsin(2πfLt) + nwgx(t) +mgx(t),
(6)
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Fig. 5. An example of automatic segmentation that leverages IMU’s coherence and distinguishes responses from silent fragments despite noise and motion.

where ki (i = a, g) are the gain coefficients, and nwaz(t),
nwgx(t), maz(t), and mgx(t) are remnants of intrinsic white
noise and motion on corresponding axes in the high-frequency
band, and nhaz(t) is the third harmonic noise in the accelerom-
eter. After a multiplier, we have

az(t)× gx(t) =
kakg
2

+
kakgsin(4πfLt)

2
+ others, (7)

where the latter two items will be removed by a LPF. The DC
bias kakg

2 significantly differentiates coherent response with
non-vocal noise. Experimentally, we obtain an average DC
bias of 1.77×10−5 in collected inertial data detailed in Sec
VI-A. The biases maintain the same order of magnitude among
various devices and settings. In comparison, the average result
of intrinsic noise among 14 experimental smartphones keeps
1.3 ×10−8 with a peak of 2.6×10−7 merely, and that of
motion in Sec. IV-B2 is 4.5×10−7 on average and at most
3.68×10−6. In practice, we adjust Otsu algorithm [47] to
decide thresholds for speech detection and segmentation in
case that an extremely high outlier contributes to a high
weighted threshold and the subsequent segment loss. We move
each pair of threshold-crossing points by Fs

5 samples forward
and backward respectively as cutting points. Fig. 5 illustrates
a sample of signal segmentation. Note that all above processes
in this subsection are used for calculating cutting points for
segmentation, but not applied for following parts.

C. Device Independence Enhancement

For a practical eavesdropping attack with better cross-device
performance, we remove device-dependent features caused by
hardware diversity by processing. Following a wiener filter
that has removed intrinsic noise in Sec. V-A, we focus on axial
energy rate, response intensity, and high-frequency distortions.

Dimension reduction. According to Eq. 1, axial energy
differences Ĥi are redundant. They are directly related to
the relative position between the IMU and speakers, rather
than the one-dimensional speech signals. However, it may
cost potential information loss to focus on only one axis but
abandon others. Instead, we define

A†(t) = sign(amax(t))||A||(t), (8)

where sign(·) is the sign function and amax(t) is the speech-
related signal with the maximum energy among axes. We

adopt A†(t) rather than ||A|| to prevent frequency distortions.
G†(t) follows the same definition. This method maximizes
multi-axial utilization and eliminates axial energy differences.

Normalization. We normalize A†(t) and G†(t) into [0,1].
This eliminates impacts of acoustic intensity, including speaker
power M and volume settings kl. It also converts readings of
accelerometers and gyroscopes to a unified dimension. Here,
we concatenate them chronologically according to respective
time stamps. Therefore, we double effective sampling rates and
broaden the bandwidth of the speaker-to-IMU channel from
100 Hz to 200 Hz according to the Nyquist sampling theorem.

High-frequency suppression. High-frequency signals are
folded into low bands. They are induced by aliasing and
cannot be separated using digital approaches without hardware
modification. In addition, out-of-band signals still contain
information because of the vocal fundamental band (85-255
Hz). In this case, we first exploit a HPF filter with a cut-
off frequency of 80 Hz. It removes most of low-frequency
motion within 80 Hz along with high-frequency noise of
above 320 Hz that aliased into low bands. Rather than fur-
ther separating high-frequency distortion, we delete samples
randomly and downsample normalized signals into 390 Hz. It
induces two-fold advantages. First, it eliminates the sampling
rate differences among smartphones. Second, it aggravates
high-frequency distortions [48] and obscures original features
brought by hardware diversity, although reducing bandwidth to
195 Hz. Such random sampling deletions act sampling jitters
[48], leading to the following attenuation,

SNR = −20log10(2πf × rms(Ta)), (9)

where rms(Ta) is the aperture uncertainty caused by random
downsampling. It sharply degrades high-frequency responses
but induces few adverse effects on in-band signals.

D. Speech Recognition
Processed inertial segmentation is transformed into 244 ×

244 gray spectrogram-images and fed to a DenseNet [11]
for adversarial speech recognition. It establishes a dense
connection between all the previous layers to the layers behind,
and hence realizes feature reuse for less computational cost
and better performance. We choose the cross-entropy as the
training loss and use a piecewise momentum optimizer to
optimize the model with a dropout rate of 0.3.
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Fig. 6. Performance of speech recognition under different conditions.

VI. EVALUATION

We conduct InertiEAR on COTS smartphones, and evaluate
its performance through extensive real-world experiments.

A. Setup and Dataset

Audio dataset. We choose AudioMNIST dataset [49] that
comprises 10k single-digit audios from 20 speakers. The audio
is played successively at an interval of 0.1 s. In addition, we
recruit 6 volunteers (3 females and 3 males) to read 10 digits
and 26 letters ten times at their average speech rate, around
110 words per minute (WPM).

IMU readings collection. We play speech signals using
on-board top and bottom speakers respectively when target
smartphones are placed on a table or held by hands. A spy
App collects IMU readings sampled at 200 Hz by default in the
background. The collected inertial data are randomly divided
into two parts: 80% for training and 20% for testing. We
mainly test on three smartphones: Samsung Galaxy S8, Google
Pixel 4 (Android-based), and HUAWEI P40 (HarmonyOS-
based). Additional 9 smartphones (including an iOS-based
iPhone 11) are employed to test cross-device performance.

B. Overall Performance

InertiEAR brings great threats to speech privacy even given
the limitation on sampling rate. It yields a 100% segmentation
success rate and 78.8% recognition accuracy on average.

1) Segmentation: We develop the automatic segmentation
with a success rate of up to 100% on audios composed
of digits, letters, or a mixture. It works efficiently whether
smartphones are placed on a table or held in the hand.

We take the influence of speech speed on segmentation
into consideration. Volunteers repeat recording at three speeds:
slow (below 95 WPM), average (around 110 WPM), and fast
(over 130 WPM). InertiEAR succeeds to segment inertial data
at the former two speeds. As for fast speed, it detects all
fragments while the segmentation success rate shows a little
drop of 1.38%. We find that the origin of error fragments lies
in the liaisons where a volunteer speaks at a rate of above

160 WPM temporarily. Such a fast speed is not common in
daily life or among VAs, and people usually slow down when
sharing important information (e.g., password). Therefore, the
proposed method entitles error-free segmentation in real-world
scenarios. It supports a practical eavesdropping attack without
manual assistant or correction that SOTA attacks require.

2) Recognition: We present InertiEAR’s performance under
different conditions given the limitation on the sampling rate
of 200 Hz. Fig. 6(a) shows rates of successful inferences from
inertial readings within top-k predicted results. Remarkably,
the digit recognition accuracy of InertiEAR even surpasses that
of AcclEve [2] sampling at 500 Hz (78%) and approaches that
of Spearphone [3] sampling at 4 kHz (81%). In addition, we
implement it on an iPhone 11, and collect inertial data via a
malicious web sampling at merely 60 Hz. InertiEAR maintains
the top-1 digit-recognition accuracy of 43.7%. We take the
initiative in realizing IMU-based eavesdropping on iOS-based
smartphones, and verify the popularity of such zero-permission
attacks among COTS smartphones.

To further study the feasibility of zero-permission attacks
under different conditions. A Samsung Galaxy S8, for exam-
ple, is placed on a table (labeled as ‘Table’) and held in users’
hand (labeled as ‘Handhold’) respectively. Fig. 6(b) shows
its testing digit-recognition accuracy when the smartphone is
placed on a table (labeled as ‘Table’) and held in users’ hand
(labeled as ‘Handhold’). Though it performs badly (below
25%) when trained by data from merely one set but tested on
data from the other, InertiEAR maintains the high recognition
accuracy of over 70% when trained on both sets (labeled as
‘Table+Handhold’). Furthermore, we investigate the speech
leakage of the top and bottom speakers. Fig. 6(c) demonstrates
the threat of InertiEAR on them. Contrary to the common sense
that top speakers should be more secure with the lower power,
they risk the worse speech information leakage. The closer
acoustic propagation distance through the smartphone is to
blame for the vulnerability of top speakers. It exposes a new
attack surface to zero-permission attacks.

C. Scalability Study

We explicate the influence of device diversity in Sec. IV-C
and provide corresponding solutions. We verify the device
independence of InertiEAR by testing the trained models using
digits inertial data from other 10 unseen smartphones after
processes in Sec. V-C. As depicted in Fig. 7, we reach the
superior cross-device performance of 33.1% on average, with
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Fig. 7. Cross-device recognition accuracy using trained models.
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a peak of 49.8%, using a model merely trained on data from
two smartphones, almost twice than AccelEve [2] (of at most
26%). Even using the model trained on either a Samsung
Galaxy S8 or a HUAWEI P40, InertiEAR’s cross-device
performance still peaks at 44.1%. Our proposed approaches
indeed prepare InertiEAR for the device-independent attack.

We validate the effectiveness of each step mentioned in Sec.
V-C for the device independence enhancement. We use inter-
mediate data after each process from HUAWEI P40 to generate
a recognition model respectively. We test it using data from
other smartphones. As shown in Fig. 102, the cross-device
digit-recognition accuracy shows an upward trend as each
means involves. Generally speaking, each process allows an
improvement in cross-device performance. The above results
substantiate the device independence of our proposed attack.

D. Impact of Sampling Rate

The above experiments have confirmed the vulnerability
of smartphones, even if sampling rates of built-in IMUs are
imposed on the limitation of 200 Hz. To study the defend-
ing effectiveness of a restricted sampling rate against zero-
permission eavesdropping attacks, we further burden Iner-
tiEAR using lower sampling rates. As illustrated in Fig. 8,
the performance of our proposed attack deteriorates as the
sampling rate falls. However, even the limitation of 40 Hz
sampling rate is still at risk. InertiEAR maintains the top-1
accuracy of 49.2% and the top-5 accuracy of exceeding 90%. It
breaks down the boundary on sampling rates that are expected
to constrain IMU-based smartphones eavesdropping.

E. Impact of Volume Setting

We further evaluate the robustness of InertiEAR under dif-
ferent volume settings, which determines the SNR of speech-
related inertial signals. As shown in Fig. 9, InertiEAR can
distinguish fewer digits as the volume reduces. Nevertheless,

2We first train a model using raw triaxial accelerometer readings sampled
at 200 Hz. Step 1 to 5 represent that data are processed by the wiener filtering,
dimension reduction, normalization, concatenation with gyroscope readings,
and downsampling successively.

even given the worst conditions of the lowest volumes, it
succeeds in recognizing half of target digits on average.
Moreover, it keeps the high top-5 accuracy of at least 89%.
This dramatically shortens the overall password search space
for adversaries. In addition, InertiEAR maintains 100% seg-
mentation success rate, except a slight drop of 1.3% when the
volume of bottom speakers are 20%. Though switching off
bottom loudspeakers may work as a compromise, IMUs still
keep eavesdropping on top speakers despite volume settings.

F. End-to-end Case Study: Password Inference

We conduct an end-to-end attack in password inference.
Suppose that a victim requests a password from a remote
caller, but the on-board speakers in the victim’s smartphone
is spied by InertiEAR. The adversary aims at locating and
recognizing the password from IMU readings. We assume
three scenarios where the target smartphone is placed on a
table (labeled as ‘On-table’), or held in the hand of a sitting
(labeled as ‘Sitting’) or walking (labeled as ‘Walking’) victim.
We recruit four volunteers (2 females and 2 males) acting as
the remote callers. Each of them are asked to tell us 20 random
8-digits passwords via phone calls using a HUAWEI P40 per
scenario, followed by several non-digital voices (80 passwords
in each scenario and 240 in total).

We first segment inertial readings and maintain a success
rate of above 91%. A trained binary classifier is leveraged to
detect digits. Such a digit detection is more practical than a
hot word search, considering that victims would not always
prompt adversaries via specific words. As listed in Tab. II,
InertiEAR recognizes 60% of digits in passwords. It affords a
significant key space reduction in practical attacks on password
eavesdropping. Results also demonstrate the robustness of
InertiEAR against movement interference.

TABLE II
ACCURACY OF PASSWORD INFERENCE.

Setting Segmentation
Success Rate

Digit Recognition Accuracy

Top-1 Top-3 Top-5

On-table 97.8% 68.2% 90.1% 97.9%
Sitting 92.3% 66.2% 88.0% 97.5%

Walking 91.2% 61.7% 80.2% 90.6%

G. Comparison with SOTA Attacks

We compare the proposed attack, InertiEAR, with SOTA
techniques [1]–[3] in Tab. III. Gyrophone [1] initially studies
speech recognition from gyroscopes of merely 26% accuracy.



TABLE III
COMPARISON WITH SOTA ATTACKS

Attack Sensor Sampling
rate Segmentation Speech

Recognition
Speaker

Identification
Motion

Robustness
Device

Independence

Gyrophone [1] Gyroscope 200 Hz Manually 26% 50% × Not
learning-based

AccelEve [2] Accelerometer 500 Hz 92% success rate 78% 70% × Segmentation
✓ Recognition at most 26%

Spearphone [3] Accelerometer 4 kHz 82% success rate 81% 78% An HPL above 20 Hz
but no evaluating ×

InertiEAR Accelerometer+
Gyroscope within 200 Hz 100% success rate 78.8% 67.3% ✓ Segmentation

✓ Recognition
up to 49.8%

33.1% on average

AcclEve [2] extends attacks onto smartphones’ loudspeakers
using 500 Hz sampling rate and promote the accuracy in
speech recognition substantially. Spearphone [3] improves
recognition and identification accuracy slightly, but demands 4
kHz sampling rate that is impractical especially after Google’s
updating [8]. Though with the lowest sampling rate, InertiEAR
achieves the satisfactory performance with 78.8% recogni-
tion accuracy. Besides, SOTA attacks suffer from diversity
of smartphone hardware for a generalized model. InertiEAR
has no such issues instead, with the cross-device recognition
accuracy of 49.8%, not to mention that it also has other
advantages, such as error-free segmentation, high accuracy at
low volume settings and robustness against motion.

VII. DISCUSSION

A. Further Improvement

We probe hardware diversity using a mathematical model
and enable the device-independent eavesdropping with 49.8%
cross-device recognition accuracy, but there is much room
to be desired. We regard diverse frequency responses as an
obstacle to the further improvement of zero-permission at-
tacks. Firstly, we mitigate aliasing distortion using the random
downsampling which, however, yields finite benefits. Although
it fades out-of-band signals’ characteristics, a learning-based
model is still likely to exact and remember these features from
aliasing components. Secondly, there are minor fluctuations
in low-frequency responses. These fluctuations may also con-
tribute to the device dependence. A potential solution for the
adversary is to measure responses in the band of 85-200 Hz
using smartphones of the same model in advance. This requires
the knowledge about victims’ smartphone models but costs
less time to sweep single-frequency tones than collecting huge
amounts of speech-related inertial data and training another
new model. As for ambient noise around remote callers in Sec.
IV-B, advanced speech enhancement technologies [50] relieve
such noise interference. Additionally, sophisticated adversaries
may analyze the ambient noise distribution and eliminate it
using wiener filters (See Sec. V-A).

B. Countermeasure

We summarize existing defenses and propose practical
methods with neither additional hardware modification nor
inconvenience for users. We have reported the eavesdropping
threat and potential countermeasures to related manufacturers.

1) Existing methods: Sampling rate limitation and secure
filters: As illustrated in Sec. VI-D, the limitation on sensors’
refreshing rate shows poor performance for speech privacy
protection. The aliasing distortion and insecure filters are to
blame. It is a plausible solution to using a secure analogy
filter and implementing access control on IMUs. However,
the former requires hardware modification on the filter circuit,
while a low sampling rate and additional access control [2] on
IMUs block their convenience and efficient perception.

Damping and isolating: Another idea is to shield built-in
IMUs from speech signals. They are expected to be isolated
physically [3] or encircled by acoustic dampening materials
[51]. However, these methods are unpractical particularly in
mobile devices for additional modification, space, and cost.

2) Our solutions: Resonant noise: Although Android, iOS,
and HarmonyOS do not provide users with on-off switches
of inertial sensors, users are suggested to induce resonant
noise proactively using on-board speakers to jam IMUs during
speeches. These resonant acoustics, even at a low volume, can
bring about significant noise into multiple axes simultaneously
[9], [20], [52], [53]. Accelerometers in Samsung Galaxy S8,
for instance, resonate with frequencies centered approximately
6.5 kHz in Fig. 3(b). This method blocks coherence-based
segmentation and confuses recognition with miniature hearing
interference on humans and no additional modification.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We realize InertiEAR, a practical speaker-to-IMU side chan-
nel attack. It breaks the restriction on sampling rates for
smartphones eavesdropping. Both the automatic segmentation
and device-independence promote the scalability of such zero-
permission eavesdropping in reality, and appeal to people for
necessary countermeasures to resist its threat.
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